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A CURE FOR EVERY EVIL
A DICTIONARY O!~ EVl LS

Formula of dictionary = Evil . Definition . Discrimination . DividS n into parts . Cures,
individual and social . Dependence upon pther cures (cf . medical cures where as the
disease attacks an organism (person) the cure for the symptom or disease causes or
provokes disease of other parts of the organism (side-effects, unforeseen effects,
overburdening of other parts of the organism, etc .)
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also go to Roget's thesaurus for full list of negative and evil words, and also to
Lasswell's Power and Society for the crucial poltiically relevant evils and also to a
text on social problems and then survey a newspaper (NYT) for all the evils
discussed over a week's time, etc. until a full " H ex is had .

Index:

It appears at first glance that about 600 individual items will appear, augmented by
an average of five distinct rbanches or sub-categories or species, totalling 3000 in all .
wordage. Average of 250 words for each= 750,000 . 3000 pages if 1 p /w . Or if three
column 8 .5 x 11 p = 3/p = 1000 pp .
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alcoholism
autom`7ile Le,P
birthing excess
brutality
brutishness
censorship
chaos
cold ~`
confinement
crime
crowding
cynicism
deficits
deflation disinformation
disloyalty
drug abttse adüotw'
floods
forest destruction
fundamentalism (b ig4 global warming
greed
gullibility
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harshness
eat
heroin addiction
hunger
illiteracy
inattention, to detail (.Slbn7
inflation
inhumanijf r
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insensitive
invidious discrimnation
localism
maldistribution of goods
marihuana
militarism
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na ona ism
noiseCtl*rO'io--'
over-population
ozone penetration
pain: subdivide by types, physical and psycholgoical
pesticides
poisoning, K,l.~id
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pollution
poverty
promiscuity
racism
radioactivity
rigidity
rudeness
sectionalism
selfishness
snobbery
species destruction
suppression
thirst
tobacco addiction
toxic wastes
ugliness
unemployment
verbosity
war
waste disposal
waterlevel lowering
wildlife disappearance
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desertification
dry wells
disappearing springs
drying lakes
-tea pesticide toxification
asbestos insulation
poisoned mussels, clams, oysters
fish
sulphured
soil erosion
aboriginal extermination
bribery
incompetence
ethnic massacre
religious hates
civil war
imperialism
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